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Indoor Photovoltaics and It’s Applications 
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Abstract- Solar energy from the sun rays are being utilized to 

generate electric power using solar powered photovoltaic panels. 

Implementation of this solar photovoltaic panels as a source of 

renewable energy is well known. But going a step further, our 

house or office can be made ‘smart’ if effective indoor light 

harvesting technology is developed. The indoor photovoltaic 

converts radiant capacity  into electric power. These solar cells 

are categorized based on the materials used namely: amorphous 

silicon, crystal silicon and confined semiconductor. Our review 

suggests that the Dye- Sensitized solar cells (DSSC) could be 

promising as indoor power sources for microelectronic devices, 

wireless sensors and microelectrochemical systems. This paper 

resents An evaluation of research being done in this area and 

there from brief introduction to the materials used for the same. 

Keywords- Amorphous silicon(a-Si), crystalline silicon (c‐Si), 

Cadmium Tellurium(CdTe) Dye- Sensitized solar cells (DSSC), 

Gallium arsenide (GaAs), Galliun Indium Phosphide(GaInP), 

multicrystalline silicon (mc‐Si). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Indoor photovoltaics are found to be suitable for harvesting 

power from light emitting devices like fluorescent light, 

LED etc. This power can be utilized for microelectronic 

devices, wireless sensors nodes and other low power 

consumption devices. The fusion of inevitable and man-

made light forms the indoor spectrum[1]. Moreover, the 

radiant power amount range between 0 and 100 W/m
2
. At 

low radiant power below 100 W/m
2
, solar cells perform 

differently, which should be taken into consideration [2]. 

Some of the types of indoor PV such as, DSSC, Organic 

solar cells, c‐Si, mc‐Si, a‐Si, GaAs, GaInP, CdTe available 

in the market are discussed. The energy can be harvested 

from indoor lights from extremely low light, to dim lights of 

living room and also brightly–lit super market lights.  Fig.1 

represents the schematic representation of the illumination 

produced by lights under different lightning conditions 

respectively. 

 

Fig 1. Illumination under different lightning conditions 

II. TYPES OF INDOOR PHOTOVOLTAICS 

A. Amorphous Silicon 

Amorphous silicon(a-Si) are the non-crystalline element that 

exhibits allotropy in the form of silicon and is referred to 

object having no definite shape.  
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Amorphous silicon (a-Si) has no long-range periodic order. 

Unlike crystal silicon, the amorphous silicon features 

irregular atomic arrangements. As a result, much more light 

energy can be absorbed. Higher efficiency can be attained in 

three layered solar cells than with single boundary solar 

cells. The bandgap of amorphous silicon is of the range 1.7-

1.8 eV. The regaining of the early effect of amorphous 

single boundary solar cells can be done in the triple layered 

amorphous silicon (germanium) solar unit[9]. One boundary 

solar cells performs at accepted condition at 35 ºC [9]. 

Temperature can be restrained by a thermocouple attached 

to the cell or module. It can be controlled within the range 

from 70 to 110°C. Amorphous silicon can convert very low 

light like 20 or 100 lux. An ultra thin amorphous silicon film 

of less than 1µm can be used for power generation. They 

can supply power to low consumption devices such as 

watches, calculators, cameras, cellular phones and 

measurement units. The main disadvantage of a-Si is that it 

provides low efficiency with high equipment costs and the 

lifetime of amorphous cells are shorter than the lifetime of 

crystalline cells. Fig.2 represents the schematic 

representation of a-Si solar cells. 

 

Fig 2. Amorphous Solar cells 

B. Cadmium Tellurium 

Cadmium telluride (CdTe) is the combination of tellurium 

and cadmium [6]. The matter which is shaped is inexpensive 

than silicon contrary having little efficiency as it includes 

the weight metal cadmium.  At present it is reported to 

deliver a maximum degree of efficiency of 16 %. Cadmium 

telluride (CdTe), has very little carbon impression, small 

water use and least in stature energy recompense time on a 

lifecycle basis. For the interior source of illumination/ lack 

of light condition of a building, the module can be exposed 

to the source of illumination for 24–200 kWh and kept in the 

lack of light condition at room environment for 24–100 

stound. CdTe module displays a persistant shoot up in the 

form factor even when the self-contained component of the 

system is covered in the absence of light. Additionally, the 

temperature reliance of form factor is ignorable for this 

module during both source of 

illumination and lack of light 

conditions. This way of action 
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is due to the  insufficient shrouding of the module during the 

absence of light, due to which certain source of 

illuminations still permit to get through the module. Even a 

little source of illumination wanted to prepare a source of 

illumination produced inclination possibly be trusted for 

uninterrupted rise in form factor. CdTe has the desiarable 

energy difference for single-junction devices. Fig.3 

represents the schematic representation of CdTe. 

ase of manufacturing and the abundant availability of 

Cadmium forms it’s major advantage. But the toxicity of 

Cadmium, less availability of tellurium and it’s lower 

efficiency levels limits their implementation to real time 

appliances. 

 

Fig 3. Cadmium Telluride Module 

C. Gallium Arsenide 

Multi-junction solar cells forms a suitable indoor harvesting 

technology where the benefits of these materials paved way 

for the huge accomplishment of the single boundary solar 

cells [8]. The GaAs solar cells are usually grown on silicon 

and the substrate amount required can be lowered in price 

close to nil using a practice called epitaxial liftoff [8]. This 

implies furnishing a sacrificial item within the substance and 

solar cell shape that, post epitaxial enlargement. The surface 

layer  can be used again potentially for 100s of times for 

additional solar cells. To shoot up material use, a wire with 

width of nanometer has comeforth as a high-efficient 

practical purpose. The implementation of multi-junction 

wires with nanometer width as the PV matter  lower the 

matter required from fine membrame of the matter to be 

shaped. The enormous flow of electrons produced by GaAs 

was 1.36 circumstances larger than the open circuit voltage 

of GaInP. Beneath LED supply of light, the GaAs solar cells 

executes accurately due to its higher current density when 

compared with compact fluorescent lamp. Fig.4 shows the 

schematic representation of GaAs. GaAs is a single 

junctioned solar cell. 

 

Fig 4. Gallium Arsenide 

D. Gallium Indium Phosphide 

The GaInP has extensive energy difference than silicon, 

guiding to larger maximum power point potential difference 

than other single border solar cells and capability to generate 

higher power production below interior of building state[8]. 

They are four junction solar cells. The reduced usability of 

Indium is actually destinated with gaseous–liquid– solid 

growth of Indium Phosphide fine membrane. This shoot up 

the indium utility close to 100% as Indium thin membrane is 

changed to Indium Phosphide through melting glass in a 

phosphorous-containing ambiance[8]. A GaInP cell has 

1.19V. A thin GaInP has a bandgap of approximately 

1.902eV and a thick GaInP has a bandgap of 1.770eV. Some 

of the main factors taken into considerations are radiant 

distribution on cell surface, power loss, misorientation of the 

module [3].  It’s high cost is due to the expense on single-

crystal GaAs substrate used, the amount to obtain 

organometallic elementary predecessors performed in 

epitaxial enlargement and the low utilization rates of the 

precursors during epitaxial growth that can be as low as 

20% which forms it’s major disadvantage. Nevertheless, 

investigations is being executed to lower the cost of multi-

junction solar cells, possibly create a discrete attractive for 

indoor harvesting applications [8]. 

E. Crystalline Silicon 

A Crystalline (c-Si) is typically a monocrystalline from 

silicon are generally of high performance. But, as the space 

between cells during encapsulation is wasted, their 

efficiency is about the same as that of the multi crystalline. 

Fig.5 represents the crystalline silicon solar cell. 

 

Fig 5. Crystalline Silicon 

The c-Si contains much lower impurity levels than those 

required for solar cells. Photovoltaic made of crystalline 

silicon are usually stated as conventional, traditional or first 

generation solar cells. They are produced from 160–190 µm 

thick solar wafers and are also called as the wafer-

based solar cells. 
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F. Multicrystalline Silicon 

Multicrystalline or many-crystal silicon (mc-Si) is 

composed of multiple silicon grains of modified 

crystallographic construction, typically >1 mm in size. A 

grain crystal of wanted structure grant the liquid silicon to 

chill hence synthesizing comfortably. Furthermore, another 

process formation of little-grained polycrystalline silicon 

(poly-Si) have being like, high temperature chemical vapor 

deposition. Fig.6 represents it’s schematic representation. 

 

Fig 6. Multicrystalline Silicon 

III. EMERGING PV TECHNOLOGIES 

A. Organic Solar Cell 

Organic solar cells are made up of organic or confined 

materials.  They are cheap, contrary less efficient when 

compared with GSSC. Organic PV array efficiencies are 

lower ( 4% to 5%) in advertising media systems when 

compared in the laboratory (6% to 8%)[1]. Organic cells can 

be put into practice with thermoplastic coverings in an 

action common to coating and printing manufacturing, sense 

that organic solar cells are light weight and twisted as shown 

in Fig.7 producing them unique for furnishing to a diversity 

of rough overside and for mobile applications[1]. 

 

Fig 7. Organic solar cells 

Organic Photovoltaics (OPV) use a semiconductor having 

thickness of less than 1µm, which is less than 1% of the 

thickness of conventional PV. OPVs are processed at 

temperatures below 150 degree Celsius, making them 

flexible with low cost. Potential uses of OPVs comprise 

battery chargers for mobile phones, laptops, radios, flash 

lights, toys and any hand held gadget that uses a battery. 

They can also be turned up or bend for storage 

implementations. This practical purpose uses plentiful non-

toxic materials and is found on a very scalable 

implementation procedure with large production[1]. The 

organic solar cells has shorter lifetime which makes them 

commercially unavailable due to this major drawback. 

B. Dye Sensitized Solar Cell 

The Dye Sensitized solar cell is an efficient indoor solar 

cell. It has been designed to work under different indoor 

lightning conditions. Vegetable dyes, extracted from algae, 

flowers, fruits and leaves can be used as sensitizers in 

DSSC. The chosen dyes determine the color of the device. 

Dye owning deep brown-black color is simply mentioned as 

“Black Dye” as represented in Fig.8 

 

Fig 8.  Black Dye 

The green Dyes are extracted from  six natural plant sources 

namely: madder, khella, turmeric, alkanet, blood leaf and 

leamon leaves. This green Dyes are eco-friendly. The Fig.9 

represents the green dye cell. 

 

Fig 9.  Green Dye 
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Extracted dyes from both spinach and Calatropis are utilized 

in DSScs. It has been observed that the Calatropis cell 

showed a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of more than 

three times of that of spinach cell[10].  A DSSC is an 

inexpensive solar cell. It is based on a semiconductor setup 

between a photo-sensitized anode and an electrolyte, 

a photoelectrochemical system[1]. The solar cell based on 

the natural chlorophyll-based dyes mainly differ in the short 

circuit current density[16]. The open-circuit potential 

difference as well as the fill factor  of the Calotropis cell 

will also be higher compared when compared with the 

spinach device, indicating better photovoltaic behavior and 

electrical properties of the natural dye from Calotropis 

leaves[10]. The present-time report of a dye solar cell is also 

known as the Gratzel cell, named after the German 

Professor Michael Graetzel who was the first to realize 

mesoscopic photo-systems based on dyes as light harvesters. 

The DSSC make use of standard roller printing ability, 

semi-bend and semi-explicit. These cells are  appealing  

because they use inexpensive matter of shape and are easy 

to produce[1].  DSSC’s are widely used in the applications 

of laptops, keyboard mouse, wearable electronics and for 

flexible energy storage are represented in the below Fig. 10 

 

Fig 10. Applications of DSSC 

The Table.1 represents the comparison of different types of 

indoor PV cells and their corresponding efficiency and cell 

modules respectively. 

 

TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF PV TYPES AND 

THEIR EFFICIENCIES 
 

Types 

 

Cell / Module 

Area (cm2) 

 

Efficiency 

(%) 

 

References 

a-Si 31.8 5-10 8 

CdTe 40 16.5 4 

GaAs 8.5 28.8 8 

GaInP 29.7 6-10 8 

c-Si 36 5-7 12 

mc-Si 57 4-6 12 

Org. 1.15 4-8 6,11 

DSSC 21.9 3-11 11,12 

IV. CONCLUSION 

DSSC shows the most promising future due to it’s 

environmental friendly nature and low maintenance. When 

estimated with silicon based solar cells, dye sensitized solar 

cells are inexpensive, flexible, efficient, transparent, 

fabrication is simple, performance increases with 

temperature and they perform better than amorphous silicon. 

Besides, DSSC has conversion efficiency higher than the 

crystalline silicon under low light conditions. Although the 

organic solar cells has many advantages as that of DSSC, 

it’s lower efficiency (5%), short lifetime and less 

commercial availability has reduced it’s preference in real 

time applications. The lightweight and flexibility of dye 

sensitized solar cells is utilized in the applications of 

calculators, gadgets, TV remotes and mobiles. 
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